Mth020
Elementary Algebra
For non-proficient students
compass scores:
part II < 40
Immersion or CUNY Start
attendance may be needed
depending on COMPASS
scores and remediation status

S grade

Mth035 + Mth123
Intermediate Alg    Coll Alg & trig.
COMPASS scores
40 ≤ part II ≤ 45

Mth030
Intermediate Algebra
compass scores:
part II ≥ 40

Gen. Ed. Courses
compass scores:
part II ≥ 40

Mth102
Math for liberal arts

Mth113
Probability and Statistics

P

Mth123
Coll. Alg. & Trig

Mth121
For business students

grade

Mth217
Math Fund I
For SLS students

Grade of
B or better
in mth102
or mth113

compass scores:
part 1 ≥ 45
part II ≥ 45

compass scores:
part II ≥ 40

For SLS students